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Kentucky Downs: September Meet 2017 
Fifth Day: Thursday, September 14, 2017 
Post Time: 1:25 P.M. Central 
Kentucky Downs Meet Stats: 40-6-10-2—15%W, 45% ITM 
 
Ellis Park Final Meet Stats: 256-68-49-52—27%W, 66%ITM 
Churchill Downs Spring 2017: 372-99-71-62—27%W, 62%ITM 
Keeneland Spring 2017: 141-41-23-23—29%W, 61%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
 
RACE ONE 
I’ll take a shot with the price play (12-1 morning line) PRINCESS DROSSIE 
is this wide-open, open $40,000 claiming event, a complex race to 
decipher. Gray daughter of Drosselmeyer returns to the races off a near 
two-month layoff, but she’s capable of running a winning race off the shelf 
and sports sharp past turf form, having never been worse than second on 
the weeds from three prior starts. Don’t let the Belterra form fool you, she 
beat a nice horse in Audrey’s Double on the square in her last start in an 
off-the-turf affair and was only two lengths and change off fellow entrant 
CINDER three starts back at Churchill. I like that her form has been sharp 
since she exited conditioned claiming company, but the x-factor is how she 
handles the cut in the ground, as there as been steady rain in Franklin all 
week. Her price will be square enough to be worth a play to find out, 
however; dirt-to-turf angle playable. The Chicago invader 
QUEENOFTHEPALACE (NZ) is an uninspiring two-for-26 lifetime on turf, 
but she does have a penchant for running second, can handle forgiving 
ground, and hasn’t been in this cheap for trainer Jimmy DiVito. She has 
run well in her past three starts off the shelf and comes back to the races 
off a near eight-week hiatus in this spot; comes running in the stretch 
drive. CINDER rallied from off the pace in her last start at Saratoga, but 
was one-paced late facing arguably tougher open $40K stock at an eight-
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furlong trip on the inner turf course. She’s eligible for the “three lifetime” 
condition, but her 2017 form is solid, and I’m ignoring her last start in 
Franklin last September, where she hooked a tough entry level field at a 
flat mile trip; contends if she ran replicate her last effort in New York. 
FROZEN HANNAH put forth an uncharacteristically poor effort over 
“good” ground seven days ago in her Kentucky Downs debut, but she gets 
wheeled back and drops in class in this spot for trainer Mike Maker. She 
seems to want a uniform course and “firm” going, but she’s the controlling 
speed of the race; figures for part, taking a stand against for top honors. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-6-10-5 
 
 
RACE TWO 
BRIDALED TEMPER is a standout in this race on paper and deserved 
morning line favorite, as the well-bred daughter of War Front ran well 
while taking action on debut at The Spa at a five and a half-furlong trip, 
and she has all kinds of upside making just her second career start for the 
Casse barn. Bay miss is a full-sister to Omar Bradley, who is Group 3 stakes 
placed in France, and is out of a stakes-placed daughter of Sadler’s Wells 
hailing from the family of multiple grade/group two winner Loup Breton. 
She’ll love the extra sixteenth, is bred to love some cut in the ground, and 
Julien Leparoux is booting home winners at a 26 percent strike rate at the 
tilt. She was on the also-eligible list for the Exacta Systems Juvenile Fillies 
Stakes earlier in the meet, didn’t draw in, and lands in this allowance spot 
this afternoon; holds all the aces. SILLA MANILLA draws in two-deep off 
the also-eligible list and figures to have a say in the outcome in this six-
furlong heat. Daughter of Majesticperfection out of a Dynaformer mare was 
a good second on debut for trainer Tom Proctor at Delaware Park back in 
late August, and she’s bred top-and-bottom to relish the grass and the 
extra sixteenth of a mile. She has a license to improve making her second 
career start; contender. OUR CONQUISTADORA doesn’t have the strongest 
turf pedigree (by Wilburn out of a Conquistador Cielo mare), but trainer 
Joan Scott’s outfit wins at a solid clip with first-time starters and is adept 
with juvenile stock. She has a relatively gap-free public wok tab since mid-
June, jockey James Graham knows his way around this turf course, and 
this filly is 15-1 on the morning line; demands your attention in the 
paddock and post parade. PENNYANN’S RETURN has a weird, albeit sharp 
recent work tab for trainer John Hancock, whose outfits does some of its 
best work with juvenile stock. Daughter of Archarcharch out of a Diesis 
(GB) mare cost only $1,000 last September at Keeneland, but she’s bred to 
relish the turf and gets an experienced pilot for her debut run in Calvin 
Borel. The price will be right; useful when spreading in exotic wagers. 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-14-2-8 
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RACE THREE 
The third on the closing day program in Franklin is a very deep $62K 
optional claiming/“two other than” allowance race going six-panels over 
likely forgiving terrain, and I’ll give the nod to GRAND CANDY making his 
first start off the claim for trainer Brad Cox, whose outfit wins at a gaudy 
clip in this type of scenario. Bay son of Twirling Candy was fourth in a 
blanket finish against a similar field in his last start at Saratoga despite 
encountering traffic problems in the stretch run, where he finished behind 
fellow entrant VICI. I like that he was claimed for $62,500 and comes right 
back for the same tag, he won his only prior start over the local course 
under Florent Geroux, and he can handle a cut in the ground; choice. VICI 
has finished second in six-of-17 lifetime starts but his form has been sharp 
this year with blinkers for trainer Ben Colebrook, and he beat the top 
choice on the square in his last start at The Spa. Homebred has been 
keeping tough company all year and while he seems to prefer “firm” going, 
he was only beaten a head three starts back at Belmont over a “good” 
course. Six-furlongs will be right in his wheelhouse; major player. MONGOL 
BULL is a hard-knocking son of Hard Spun that won a similar race at 
Kentucky Downs last year for fun under jockey James Graham. Bay ran 
well in his last start off the shelf for trainer Bradlee Rainwater, whose 
outfit has made the most of limited opportunities in 2017. He’s another 
that prefers “firm” turf but can handle a forgiving surface, and he’s a snug 
fit on this class level. He’ll love the extra furlong and is an overlay at 10-1 
on the morning line; foolish to slight his chances. 12-time winner and 
veteran campaigner SHADOW ROCK is coming off a game front-running 
score against open $40K types at Saratoga, where he covered five and a 
half panels in a snappy 1:00 4/5 over a course that was yielding quick 
times on the day. Son of Distorted Humor was a good third facing a similar 
bunch when last seen on the local course, and I like that jockey Jose Ortiz, 
Jr. is back for a return engagement. He’s a handy horse that doesn’t have 
to be on the front-end to be a factor; threat in a contentious heat. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-4-11-3 
 
 
RACE FOUR 
The chestnut filly LAST PROMISE KEPT demonstrated a nice late turn of 
foot in her debut run at a two-turn trip over a “good” turf course for trainer 
Tom Proctor, the sophomore daughter of Langfuhr will be tighter in her 
second career start, and she is out of a listed stakes winning daughter of 
Distorted Humor; lots to like. TO BE FAMOUS returns to the races off a 
brief layoff for trainer Murat Sancal, and this bay Tiznow filly ran well in 
her turf debut at a mile and a sixteenth trip at Ellis Park in her last start, 
where she rated off the pace and finished well to finish third of 12, beaten a 
length and a half for all the marbles. She figures to get a great mid-pack 
stalking strip under jockey Ricardo Santana, Jr. sitting off a legitimate 
pace, as there are plenty of front-running types signed on in this spot; 
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contender. HEAVENLY HILL is an improving daughter of City Zip out of a 
graded stakes winning Pleasant Tap mare that is bred to love the surface 
change to turf, ran a solid race off a layoff in her last start for the 
Colebrook barn, and comes into this heat fresh. She has had wide trips in 
her first two starts and will be wide again breaking from the 12-hole, but 
she figures to improve on grass; threat. LITTLE CODE gave a good account 
of herself on debut at “The Pea Patch” to be third of 10 behind a daylight 
winner, and she’ll likely improve on that effort in this spot making her 
second career start. She’ll get a ground-saving trip from her inside post 
draw, will be more in touch with the early pace stretching out to a mile, 
and has plenty of upside making her second career start; can’t toss her and 
feel good about it. 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-8-12-1 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
MAMBO AT THE GYM is a lackluster one-for-20 lifetime on the weeds, but 
he has finished in the money in 50 percent of his starts this year and loves 
a forgiving turf course. I like that he has retained honest form while 
stepping up in class this year, and he was only length and change off the 
win three starts back at Belmont at a one-turn mile and a sixteenth setup, 
and he’s at his best at a two-turn mile and a sixteenth trip, so this mile and 
70 yard test should be right in his wheelhouse; gets the nod. BROCKTON 
GEORGE is a $280K son of Harlan’s Holiday that “cat hopped” in his only 
prior turf start over a “good” course, and if one considers he broke from 
the 11-hole in his last start off the shelf on the inner turf course at 
Saratoga and was overmatched in the Indiana Derby (G3) two starts back, 
his form his much more palpable. He’ll be tighter this time around and is 
30-1 on the morning line; has the looks of an overlay. The eight-year-old 
TOBIAS gets wheeled back off eight days rest and probably wants more 
ground than a mile and 70 yards, but he is capable of handing a course 
with some cut in the ground and has finished in the money in 50 percent of 
his lifetime starts over the local course. Gray gelding split the field in a 
grade three stakes at Arlington two starts back, and finished well on this 
class level in her last start at a flat-mile trip; fires in the stretch. WIN WITH 
PRIDE will make his first start off the claim for trainer Ian Wilkes as a 
first-time gelding, and this $450K son of Distorted Humor out of an A.P. 
Indy mare has useful past turf form in New York and New Jersey. He steps 
up in class in this spot and was the beaten chalk facing $40K “non-winners 
of two lifetime” types at Saratoga in his last race; more interested as the 
price increases. 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-11-7-2 
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RACE SIX 
The chestnut colt TRUE LOYALTY is an improving son of Sidney’s Candy 
that took a noticeable step forward in his turf debut for the DiVito barn in 
his last start at Arlington, where he overcame an awkward start to finish 
second of seven, beaten two lengths for all the money. He was third behind 
the eventual stakes winner and highly-regarded Dak Attack and eventual 
Hopeful Stakes (G1) winner Sporting Chance in his debut run at Churchill 
Downs back in June, and I like that he finished with interest into soft 
fractions in his last race. He comes in fresh for a crafty barn, has room to 
move forward in the third start of his current form cycle, and is 8-1 on the 
morning line; lots to like. TAP DADDY is another that hooked the 
aforementioned Sporting Chance on debut, and this homebred son of Scat 
Daddy out of a Tapit mare is bred to love the surface change to turf in this 
spot for the Asmussen barn, an outfit that is hitting at a 20 percent clip for 
the year with over 1,200 starters. Dark bay comes into this heat fresh and 
has four works—all on turf around the “dogs” over the Oklahoma Turf 
Course at Saratoga—since his last start; improvement expected. LION’S 
SHARE is a $500,000 two-year-old in training purchase by Animal 
Kingdom out of Miss Lombardi, a daughter of Unbridled Jet that was a 
stakes winner on the grass, and his sire annexed the Breeder’s Cup Mile 
(G1T) on the weeds. Trainer Dale Romans’ barn can get one ready to pop at 
first asking and is adept with juvenile stock; capable, right out of the box. 
ROYAL HOLIDAY is a first-time starter that hails from the barn of Wesley 
Ward, an outfit that wins at a high percentage with its debut runners and is 
at its best with juvenile stock. Son of Blame is out of a Kitten’s Joy mare 
who was graded stakes placed on the turf that was also trained by Ward, 
and he has a smattering of grass works on his public tab. He gets Jose 
Ortiz, Jr. for his career debut; foolish to slight his chances. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-10-4-6 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
DESERT DUTCHESS is a consistent chestnut daughter of Hard Spun that 
sports solid 2017 form, having finished in the money in seven-of-nine 
starts—all on grass—for trainer Mike Maker. She seems to be at her best on 
turf at a flat-mile trip and has been competitive in New York on the rise off 
the claim facing $50,000 starter allowance company. Jose Ortiz, Jr. was in 
the boot for her last win and has a return call this afternoon; rates top 
billing. DOMONETTE is a lightly raced three-year-old filly that has some 
ability on the turf, and this free-wheeling daughter of Dominus gets an 
advantageous post draw breaking from the one-hole. Bay miss overcame a 
wide post draw and beat a solid field when breaking her maiden over 
“good” ground at Churchill Downs back in late May, and she ran well in her 
first grass start against winners at Ellis Park, where she bobbled at the 
start, carved out a rapid pace, and held on to be fourth of 12, beaten less 
than four lengths for all the money. She’ll have to deal with a handful of 
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other front-running types in this spot, however; hangs around for a minor 
placing with a top effort. BLUE COLLAR has improved of late on dirt with 
the addition of blinkers, and this bay daughter of Majestic Warrior broke 
her maiden on the grass at Keeneland this spring, beating a next-out 
winner in the process, at odds of nearly 47-1. Jockey Julie Burke and 
trainer Bill Harrigan have already teamed up with a $57.80 winner at the 
meet, and this filly is 30-1 on the morning line. Dirt-to-turf angle has some 
appeal—longshot special. LORAN HOLIDAY (ARG) beat next-out winner 
Into Summer in her turf debut at Ellis Park back in June, and her chances 
were compromised in her last start facing restricted stakes company at 
Suffolk, where she had to check on the clubhouse turn and ended up well-
beaten by a nice Jimmy Toner-trained filly in Bellavais. She has a license 
for improvement making her second start off a near two-month layoff for 
the McPeek barn, but the cut in the ground is the x-factor; using in exotic 
wagers. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-1-11-6 
 
 
RACE EIGHT—Franklin-Simpson Stakes 
HOLIDAY STONE is still eligible for the “non-winners of three lifetime” 
condition, but he’s a nice colt that is graded stakes placed on the grass and 
was only a length off one of the top sophomore turf horses in the country in 
Bricks and Mortar two starts back in the $100,000 Manila Stakes at 
Saratoga. Well-bred son of Harlan’s Holiday is out of Lucifer’s Stone, a 
grade one stakes winner on turf, and he was only a half-length off the win 
while making all the pace in the Transylvania Stakes (G3T) at Keeneland 
back in the spring over a “good” turf course. He has effective tactical speed 
and figures to get a great pocket trip under jockey Florent Geroux. He’ll be 
tighter this time around and will love turning back to seven-panels; choice, 
at a square price. MASTER MERION loves a turf course with some cut in 
the ground and should get it with all the damp weather in Franklin this 
week resulting from Hurricane Irma, and this consistent son of Quality 
Road has never been off the board from seven prior starts for trainer 
Wesley Ward. He’s a handy horse that gets tested for class in this spot, but 
he won his first start against winners at Del Mar and has kept honest 
company (Fifth Title, White Flag) in the maiden ranks. Julio Garcia and 
Wesley Ward are a powerful jock/trainer combo; contender. The New York 
invader SECRETARY AT WAR is a nice colt trained by Jimmy Jerkens that 
has an early lick and gets an advantageous inside post draw. I like how the 
son of War Front beat a nice hose in Frostmourne in the Woodhaven Stakes 
in Maryland in his first start against winners, and he gets away from 
Bricks and Mortar and the top three-year-old turf horse in the country—
Oscar Performance—in this spot. Negatives include how he will handle 
forgiving ground, both his prior wins have come in gate-to-wire fashion, he 
will have to work to make the early lead in this speed-laden field, and 
MASTER MERION is quicker on paper. His back-class advantage is hard to 
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get past, however; threat. SONIC BOOM has won 40 percent of his lifetime 
starts for trainer Ian Wilkes and drops out of the Secretariat Stakes (G1T) 
in this spot, where he finished four lengths and change behind multiple 
grade one winner Oscar Performance at a 10-furlong trip. Chestnut son of 
More Than Ready has won two-of-three starts since returning from a brief 
layoff back in late May and won his only start over the local course in a six-
furlong heat last September by five lengths. Negatives include his free-
wheeling running style in a race choc-full of early speed types, and he 
prefers “firm” going; contends, but demand a square price. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-4-1-9 
 
 
RACE NINE—Ramsey Farm Stakes 
The five-year-old KITTEN’S ROAR looks like a solid play for owner Ken 
Ramsey to win his own stakes race, as the dark bay or brown daughter of 
Kitten’s Joy was only beaten a length and change against a top-flight field 
in her last start at Arlington in the Beverly D. (G1T), and she 
demonstrated a nice late turn of foot winning a optional claiming/second-
tier allowance race last September in Franklin in her only prior start over 
the local course. She will love a cut in the ground, as she has won her past 
three turf starts over forgiving terrain, the most recent of which coming in 
a stakes at Fair Grounds back in January. She has a versatile running style 
and has retained good form in 2017 while stepping up in class; major 
player. TRICKY ESCAPE is a consistent daughter of Hat Trick (Jpn) that 
ran huge in the nine-furlong Violet Stakes (G3T) in her last start, as she 
had to steady at the six-furlong marker, yet demonstrated a dynamic late 
turn of foot to blow past the field and win going away by a length and 
change. Four-year-old is out of a hard-knocking multiple stakes winning 
daughter of Petionville that earned over $300,000 lifetime, and I like that 
jockey Chris DeCarlo is in town for the riding assignment. She has placed 
in nine-of-11 lifetime starts and has a win over “good” ground; contender. 
DARING DUTCHESS tends to run pretty well off layoffs and returns to the 
races off a near two-month hiatus in this spot for the Maker barn, and she’s 
a stakes winner on the weeds this year at a 12-furlong trip. She’s the 
controlling speed in a race with a dearth of front-running types and can 
certainly stay this mile and five-sixteenths trip. The projected cut in the 
ground is the x-factor, as she prefers “firm” going. The race shape from a 
pace perspective works in her favor, however; gate-to-wire threat. QUIET 
BUSINESS beat DARING DUTCHESS on the square back in the spring in the 
mile and a half Bewitch (G3T) at Keeneland, is capable of putting forth a 
winning effort off the sidelines, and returns to the races off a near eight-
week layoff in this spot for trainer Rusty Arnold. The forgiving ground is 
the concern, but a mile and five-sixteenths should be right in her 
wheelhouse; can’t eliminate with confidence. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-2-8-5 
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RACE TEN 
The veteran campaigner TIZ SARDONIC JOE has been razor-sharp in 2017 
winning six-of-eight starts and comes into the meet “get out” affair riding a 
four-race winning streak for the high percentage Kim Hammond barn. Bay 
son of Tiznow proved to be a fortuitous claim, as he hasn’t been worse than 
third since being haltered for $5K back in September of 2016, and I like 
that he won a mile and three-eighths turf race on the rise in his last start 
by a hard-fought neck over a nice son Unbridled’s Song—United Stand—who 
came back out of that race to be a close second earlier in the meet. The 
forgiving terrain is the only concern; holds all the aces. FOREVER SURE 
will make his first start off the claim for trainer Eric Foster, and this 
chestnut son of El Corredor sports sharp form in 2017, having finished in 
the money in four-of-five starts this year, and is coming off a game win at 
Ellis Park over a useful rival in Belvin. He’s a bit vulnerable over a 
forgiving ground, but he has a board finish at this distance over the local 
course. He’s in fine fettle right now; contender. The 10-time winner WILD 
ABOUT YOU fits on this class level and can stay this 12-furlong trip, but 
he’s a better horse on the dirt and was well beaten in his last start over a 
“good” turf course, albeit against grade three stakes company at 
Keeneland. Seven-year-old does have a couple of turf wins to his credit and 
will get a ground-saving trip from his inside post draw. He has finished in 
the money in six-of-nine starts his year and should like stretching out off 
his past five starts; threat. DEVIL MONKEY is eligible for the “non-winners 
of two lifetime” condition and is one for his past 14 with a penchant for 
show dough, but he was only beaten two and a half lengths facing $10K 
starter allowance foes under jockey Sophie Doyle in his only prior start 
over the local course last September. He has run well over “yielding” 
ground in the past and is 30-1 on the morning line; can bolster exotic 
payoffs. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-8-1-10       
 
    
      
 
  


